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it is one of those rare films that builds and builds, and then only drops you a pin point of cinematic explosion. interstellar is a film that i think a lot of people will never have the opportunity to see, and that is a sad realization. i'm
telling you, you need to be in a room with no distractions and watch this movie. it's that good. it is for me, one of those rare movies where i spent 10 minutes at the end just smiling quietly to myself, my brain buzzing with

questions. all the communication systems are broken in the middle of space. somehow a rescue mission has to navigate by astronomical navigation maps and set up communication. meanwhile, one of the scientists must direct
an international rescue team back to earth. remember the new iphone 6? pretty much that model. i think space is wonderful because it deals with politics, but interstellar is amazing because it reveals the true brilliance of carl
sagan and his book, written 25 years before interstellar was even a thought in christopher nolan's head. blending wonderful characters, familiar settings and political intrigue, house of cards took a long time to get to the point,

but once it arrived it was so well-executed that it could have been advertised as a film with a twelve-year build-up. before interstellarportrayed humanity's last time on earth, that we knew of, passengers would have to do. its psa-
style message informs those travelling on a spacecraft that humans should only venture into space so they can be together for as long as possible. since the film was only released in december 2015, we do need to be thankful
for its predecessor, moon. were it not for alfonso cuarón, it's impossible to say if moon would have followed as a sci-fi project. but thanks to cuaron, we can now enjoy the underrated space drama that really put americans on

edge.
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it's weird to consider that a
sprawling piece of concept

art, but, of all the scenes out
of interstellar, the cool,

shifting, and moving sphere of
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water in a rainstorm is my
favorite, even though it lasts

less than two minutes
onscreen. the distant acoustic

sound mix adds to the
otherworldly feel of the scene,
and the movie takes off from
there. the scene takes place
inside a cave, with a row of

stalagmites and stalactites, or
rock formations, as it's

sometimes called. it's an
extraordinary piece of visual
storytelling and a gorgeous
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film that feels almost
completely free of practical
effects, with the possible
exception of a very cool
explosion of water at the

film's end. jurassic worldis a
fairly conventional adventure
story, based on the novel by

michael crichton, which brings
back the dinosaurs that once

ruled the planet and
threatens to annihilate the

world's population once again.
the film manages to be a lot
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more edgy and interesting
than what you'd expect from
that pedigree, however, but it

also raises a number of
important questions about

humankind's relationship with
animals. batman v superman:
dawn of justice is consistently
good, occasionally great, and

occasionally batshit crazy.
even if they don't make
another film in the same
super hero universe, it's

interesting that they are, as
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they have tackled some
concepts that can be used for

other stories that will also
require a return to the same

city, or the same city entirely,
for the other, lesser super
heroes to appear. the film

marks the second
collaboration between

interstellar director
christopher nolan and his

frequent collaborator wright,
who helmed 2011's the fifth
element, which was one of
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the least talked about of
nolan's last trilogy. wright's
inception also features the

visually stunning and
profoundly epic set piece of
water filling manhattan that

sets up a feeling of
expectation for a movie that

largely disappoints.
interstellar is no different, but
its approach to the complex

nature of space travel in
general and its relationship to

humans as well as the idea
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that time is cyclical, good and
evil are cyclical and

everything in the universe
moves towards balance will
certainly make for a more

thoughtful experience.
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